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Abstract: The management of the electromagnetic interference (EMI) of thin, light, and inexpensive
materials is important for consumer electronics and human health. This paper describes the
development of conductive films that contain a silver (Ag) flake powder and multiwall carbon
nanotube (MWCNT) hybrid grid on a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film for applications that
require electromagnetic shielding (EMS) and a conductive film. The Ag and MWCNT hybrid grid
was constructed with a wire diameter and spacing of 0.5 mm. The results indicated that the proposed
conductive films with 0.4 wt% MWCNTs had higher electromagnetic shielding effectiveness (EMSE)
and electrical conductivity than those with other MWCNT loading amounts. The results also showed
that the film with 0.4 wt% MWCNT loading had a high 62.4 dB EMSE in the 1800 MHz frequency and
1.81 × 104 S/cm electrical conductivity. This combination improved stretchability, with 10% elongation
at a 29% resistivity change rate. Conductive films with Ag/MWCNT electronic printing or lamination
technologies could be used for EMI shielding and electrically conductive applications.
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1. Introduction

Traditional materials that can be used for electromagnetic shielding are metal, ceramic, and plastic
materials. During low-frequency magnetic field shielding, absorption loss is more important than
reflection loss, so steel, plastic materials, or high-permeability magnetic materials are generally used;
during high-frequency magnetic field shielding, reflection loss is rather critical, thus, aluminum foil
or conductive coating materials are selected [1]. With the advent of the 5th generation (5G) mobile
network, self-driving cars, cloud computing, and various electronic products are accelerating the
promotion of various specifications of the wireless network. The number of small-cell base stations
for the 5G millimeter-wave is expected to be 60 times that of traditional 4G stations. In addition,
the large number of sensing elements used in self-driving systems means that people will be exposed
to GHz UHF (ultrahigh frequency) transmission; thus, the issue of the impact of electromagnetic
waves on human health will come to the fore [2,3]. Additionally, the high transmission efficacy and
large number of high-power components that are used in radio frequency (RF) antenna modules
and base station basic circuits, e.g., integrated circuits (ICs), system on a chips (SoCs), system in
packages (SiPs), antenna in packages (AiPs), power amplifiers, switches, and passive components,
cause substantial heat problems. The construction of a healthy indoor environment in modern buildings
that is comfortable, convenient, and safe, for example, is the topic of discussion herein. In general,
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as long as the electrical equipment is properly grounded and the transformer equipment is shielded
by electromagnetic shields in new residential projects, the harm from low-frequency electric fields
can be greatly reduced. However, old houses are not grounded, and the source of the electromagnetic
waves is outdoors or cannot be solved with high-frequency and ultrahigh frequency electromagnetic
radiation; thus, this situation presents a risk to human health.

In the application of EMI shielding films, the conductivity and flexibility of conductive materials
are directly related to EMSE and reliability. The migration process of electrons is a key factor affecting
the overall electrical properties of conductive composites. There are generally three well-known
mechanisms of electrical conductivity in composite materials: percolation, tunneling, and field
emission. Percolation theory describes the conductive behavior when the proportion of conductive
filler reaches a certain content, and the filler materials are in close contact or the gap is less than
1 nm. The tunneling effect occurs when the applied voltage is low and the distance between the filler
materials is less than 10 nm; even if there is no direct contact between the filler materials, electrons can
still pass through the gap to achieve conduction. The field emission effect occurs when the filler content
is low, but the application of a high electric field can cause the migration of electrons through the
isolation layer [4–6].

Based on the price factor and the component requirement, silver paste is the most used in
the application of traditional thick film products (e.g., printed circuit boards, membrane switches,
passive component electrodes, photovoltaics, radio frequency identification (RFID) devices,
and‘sensors). The addition of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) can increase the probability
of conductive fillers contacting each other and can prevent conductivity from decreasing when the
distance between the conductive fillers is greater than 10 nm. In addition, a small amount of MWCNTs
can increase electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, and mechanical strength [7–10]. The addition
of MWCNTs has a cost advantage over simply adding conductive fillers.

This research provides a method to improve high-frequency electromagnetic shielding and
thermal properties [11]. By introducing MWCNTs to increase the conductivity and stretchability of
conductive silver paste, screen printing can be used to print an effective shielding circuit [12–15].
A polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) substrate can be attached to the nonwoven EMI shielding film
with a low manufacturing cost, high EMSE, and high reliability [16–19]. Compared with the weight
and thickness of steel, ceramic materials, and plastic materials, the samples made in this experiment
can be easily applied to curtains, microwave ovens, or electronic equipment to cover woven fabrics,
substation shielding films, smart textile wearable products, and protective clothing, for example.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Preparation of Ag/MWCNT Hybrid Conductive Paste

A well-dispersion of 4 wt% MWCNT was prepared by combining a specific weight of gum arabic
(GA, 0.14 g), poly(acrylic acid sodium salt) (PAAS, 0.06 g), isopropyl alcohol (IPA, 9.6 g), and MWCNTs
(0.4 g) in ultrasonic and planetary centrifugal mixers (Figure 1) [20,21].
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Ten grams of conductive Ag/MWCNT composite paste were used for the preparation and
formulation processes shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. Appropriate amounts of silver paste and
4 wt% MWCNT dispersion, with weights (g) of 9.98:0.35, 9.97:0.5, 9.96:0.68, 9.95:0.85, and 9.94:1.03,
respectively, were formulated. The concentrations of MWCNT of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 wt% in
the Ag/MWCNT composite paste were prepared by a planetary centrifugal mixer for 2 minutes.
The referenced codes refer to the different MWCNT contents, such as 4SC indicating a solid content of
MWCNT (SCM) that accounts for 0.4 wt% of the solid content of silver paste (SCSP).
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Table 1. The compositions of Ag/MWCNT hybrid conductive pastes.

Silver Paste
(g)

*1 SCSP
(wt%)

MWCNT Dispersion
(g)

*2 SCM
(wt%)

SCM/SCSP
(wt%)

Reference 10 6.8 - - -
2SC 9.98 6.786 0.35 0.014 0.2
3SC 9.97 6.78 0.5 0.02 0.3
4SC 9.96 6.773 0.68 0.027 0.4
5SC 9.95 6.766 0.85 0.034 0.5
6SC 9.94 6.759 1.03 0.041 0.6

*1 Solid Content of Silver Paste (SCSP). *2 Solid Content of MWCNT (SCM).

The quality of raw materials is very important when we do formula modification. It needs to
balance the compatibility, electrical properties, and rheology for screen printing of the materials.
Thus, measurements of 2.5 to 20 um for the particle size of the silver flake, 58±2% for silver solid
content, and 23,000 cps for viscosity can approach the highest electrical conductivity and good bending
ability of the conductive silver paste (AG-1003, HongChen Materials Corporation, Taiwan). The average
diameter of the MWCNTs was 8 to 15 nm, the length was 10 to 70 µm, the density was 0.1 to 0.15 g/cm3,
and the surface area was 235 to 275 m2/g (CP1002M, LG Chemical, Korea) (Figure 3).Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 11 
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2.2. Production of Conductive Laminated Fabrics

A screen printing method was used to fabricate conductive laminated fabrics for this paper.
A viscous and conductive composite paste that contained a suitable amount of silver flakes and
MWCNTs, thermal plastic urethanes, a multi-solvent system, and additive agents was used during
fabrication. The Ag/MWCNT composite paste was fed onto a 300-mesh screen and manipulated
with a squeegee to form a grid pattern, in order to save on the material’s cost. The grid pattern was
constructed with a wire diameter and spacing of 0.5 mm. The recovery area was about 75% of the
PTFE film, and thus provided a cost-efficient solution. Adding a certain amount of MWCNTs and
making a composite paste with conductive silver paste provided the substantial benefits of reducing
raw material cost and improving conductivity.

The PTFE/Ag/MWCNT composite film was laminated to the cotton woven fabric,
where polyurethane reactive glue (PUR Glue) was the adhesive layer, with 120 ends/2.54 cm and
80 picks/2.54 cm warp and weft densities, respectively (Figure 4). The warp and weft yarn count was
59.1 tex. The tested specimens used in this investigation are shown in Figure 4. The specimens had
a nominal width and length of 15 cm. An Ag/MWCNT conductive circuit was shown on the PTFE
substrate, then the printed side of the conductive circuit was laminated onto the woven fabric with
PUR glue, then the release paper was removed.
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2.3. Surface Resistivity, Volume Resistivity and Electrical Conductivity Measurements

Measurements were made using a Loresta-GP MCP-T600 resistivity meter (Mitsubishi Chemical
Corporation, Japan), followed by a JIS K 7194 [22]. In order to confirm the stability of the Ag/MWCNT
composite paste and screen printing process, volume resistivity (ρv) was checked for 3 to 10 samples,
and the results show a window within 5% [23].

The stretchability testing was conducted according to ASTM D638 [24], and the proposed bending
testing methods reproduced the state of cyclic unloading conditions for 180 degrees by placing the
samples between two parallel plates to observe the resistance of the coefficient of variation [25].

2.4. Morphology of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT Conductive Composite Film

The morphology of the conductive circuit was observed using high-resolution variable vacuum
scanning electron microscopy (HR-VVSEM).

2.5. Measurement of the Laminated Fabric of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT Conductive Composite Film

The EMSE of the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive composite films was measured by an Elgal
set 19A coaxial holder system (EM-21078, ShangHai YinXu Mechanical and Electrical Equipment
Co., Ltd., China) [26,27]. The thermal conductivity (mW/m.K) and thermal diffusivity (mm2/S)
were measured by a thermal property analyzer (Alambeta, Sensor Instruments & Consulting REG.
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NR., Czech Republic) [28]. An infrared thermal imaging camera (FLIR-A320, FLIR Systems Inc., USA)
was used to observe the temperature difference of the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive composite film [29].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphological Analysis of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT Composite Film

In this study, the quality of the Ag/MWCNT composite paste and the morphology of the circuit are
very important due to the correlation of conductivity, skin effect, and EMSE. The electric current flows
mainly along the skin of the conductor and does not penetrate to the core. The skin depth decreases as
the radio frequency increases, so the surface roughness of the circuit is one of the major parameters
that needs to be checked when high incident frequency applications are used. The SEM images of
the Ag/MWCNT conductive circuit in sample 4SC are shown in Figure 5a. However, it is difficult to
produce hand-made samples with high uniformity (Figure 5b), resulting in defects in the circuit and
poor EMSE. Figure 5c,d show that MWCNTs can provide a complete conductive network to improve
electrical conductivity.
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A conductive PTFE/Ag/MWCNT composite film was produced with a thermal curable Ag/MWCNT
composite conductive paste and a PTFE substrate. A good connection of the conductivity of Ag/MWCNT
fillers, a specified grid pattern, and a PTFE substrate improved the electrical properties, flexibility,
and feel of the fabric, and saved on the material’s consumption. Since the surface roughness of PTFE
substrate is smaller than fabric, it can ameliorate the grid pattern of the printed situation to get better
and more stable electrical conductivity, flexibility, and EMSE. Through changing the recipe of the
Ag/MWCNT composite paste, the rheology was changed. The optical microscope (OM) image of
Figure 6b (4SC) shows better printing quality than Figure 6a (pure silver). This result demonstrates
that higher viscosity was more suitable for the hand-made screen printing process.
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3.2. Electrical and Mechanical Properties of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT Composite Film

Figure 7a shows the variation in the conductivity of the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT composite films when
changing the amount of MWCNTs added to the conductive Ag/MWCNT composite paste. To produce
much smoother mesh wires, dibasic esters (DBE) can be a thinner to adjust the rheology of the
Ag/MWCNT conductive paste, which makes the process of screen printing easier, and optimal
electrical conductivity was obtained with 0.4 wt% MWCNT loading (4SC). For the composite film,
electrical conductivity reached 1.81*104 S/cm, with the 6SC film having the lowest conductivity.
The maximum conductivity of the 4SC composite film is 30% higher than the conductivity of the
6SC film. The conductivity trends of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT films demonstrated that loading MWCNTs
did not do much good. This can be explained by percolation theory. MWCNT loading had a notable
influence on the electrical properties of the films. Thus, conductivity can be modified through different
component ratios of silver powder and MWCNTs (by varying the concentration, uniformity of the
conductive network, or Ag/MWCNT wire density). Figure 7b shows the results in the surface resistivity
of the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive films as a function of the amount of MWCNTs added to the
conductive Ag/MWCNT composite paste. The optimal surface resistivity also occurred with a loading
of 0.4 wt% MWCNT (4SC), whereas the 6SC film had the highest surface resistivity.
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When electronic products, such as flexible substrates, are used, the products undergo a certain
degree of bending and deformation, causing circuit damage that impacts electrical conductivity.
In textile products, it is necessary to consider the damage caused by multiple cleanings and laundry.
At present, an increasing number of substrates are malleable. Therefore, conductive materials that can
withstand tensile and bending resistance are becoming important. The effects of tensile elongation and
hybrid paste formulation on the changing percentage of electrical resistance of the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT
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conductive films are shown in Figure 8a. The PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive films had an improved
variation in electrical resistance under 10% tensile elongation. The improvement in flexibility can be
seen in the stretchability and cyclic bending test results. Through the coefficient of variation, it can
be observed that under 10% elongation conditions, 3SC (16.7%) and 4SC (15.1%) showed increased
stability (Figure 8b). Similar results can be seen in the cyclic bending test (0% for 4SC and 5SC) (Figure 9).
It can be seen from the cyclic bending test that there was an increase in the number of cyclic bending
cycles of the composite film. The change in resistivity was extremely small because MWCNTs are very
strong, their mechanical strength is very good, and it is not easy to break the composite film after cyclic
bending. Under 1000 cycles of the bending test, the coefficient of variation did not change for 4SC and
5SC, which showed excellent reproducibility, reliability, and stability (Figure 9). The high-aspect-ratio
MWCNTs contributed to the multiple conductive pathways, tough mechanical properties, flexibility,
and strength of the Ag/MWCNT composite paste under testing.
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of bending testing.

3.3. EMSE Analysis of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT Conductive Laminated Fabrics

The EMSE results (measurement frequency is 5 MHz to 3000 MHz) of the conductive laminated
fabrics are presented in Figure 10 and Table 2. A regular up and down pattern with frequencies from
5 MHz to 3000 MHz is shown. The PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive films with an addition of 0.4 wt%
MWCNTs displayed the highest EMSE, compared to the other PTFE/Ag/MWCNT films. According to
the electromagnetic wave shielding test, the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive laminated fabric printed
with the Ag/MWCNT composite paste had a good electromagnetic wave shielding effect, and its EMSE
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value exceeded 40 dB. At a frequency of 300 MHz (domestic wireless telephone), the 3SC has a good
EMSE value of 50.1 dB; at a frequency of 1800 MHz (4G mobile phone), 4SC has the best EMSE value of
62.4 dB; at a frequency of 2450 MHz (microwave oven), 4SC has the best EMSE of 59.9 dB. The results
reach very good to excellent levels, according to the classifications of EMSE for general purposes
(Table 3).
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Table 2. EMSE data for the applications of 300 MHz, 1800 MHz, and 2450 MHz.

Application/Unit: dB PTFE Pure silver 2SC 3SC 4SC 5SC 6SC

300 MHz
(Cordless telephone) 3.1 50.3 48.9 50.1 48.0 47.5 47.1

1800 MHz
(4G mobile phone) 0.1 56.3 46.5 56.4 62.4 47.3 47.8

2450 MHz
(Microwave oven) 0.6 43.3 55.9 46 59.9 38.8 44.1

Table 3. The classifications of EMSE for general purposes.

Type Class 5
Excellent

Class 4
Very Good

Class 3
Good

Class 2
Moderate

Class 2
Fair

EMSE ranges SE > 60 60 ≥ SE > 50 50 ≥ SE > 40 40 ≥ SE > 30 30 ≥ SE > 20

3.4. Thermal Analysis of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT Conductive Laminated Fabrics

Table 4 shows the thermal properties of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive laminated fabric. It can be
seen from the thermal property tests that with an increase in the amount of MWCNTs, the thermal
conductivity of the laminated fabric tended to rise first and then decrease because the addition of the
MWCNTs correspondingly reduced the silver solid content, resulting in a downward trend. Sample 4SC
showed the highest thermal conductivity coefficient and thermal diffusion values of 37.1 mW/m.K
and 0.240 mm2/s, respectively. This is probably because the 4SC tested sample had the best thermal
conductive network. However, as the MWCNT amount increased, agglomeration increased.

Figure 11 and Table 5 present the results in the temperature difference of the conductive laminated
fabrics for the different formulations. The temperature difference of the laminated fabric increased
first and then decreased because the addition of MWCNTs correspondingly reduced the silver solid
content, resulting in a downward trend. From the far infrared thermal imaging test, it can be seen that
the laminated fabric with the added MWCNTs had a better heating effect than the fabric that did not
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contain the MWCNTs because the MWCNTs have high thermal conductivity and good heat transfer
characteristics. The 4SC has the highest temperature increase of 5.6 ◦C and temperature decrease of
4.0 ◦C.

Table 4. Thermal properties of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive laminated fabrics.

Sample/Data Pure Silver 2SC 3SC 4SC 5SC 6SC

Thermal conductivity
(mW/m.K) 35.5 36.3 36.7 37.1 36.5 36.2

Thermal diffusivity
(mm2/s) 0.132 0.157 0.217 0.240 0.200 0.118
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laminated fabrics.

Table 5. Temperature changes during far-infrared irradiation of PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive
laminated fabrics.

Sample T0 T10 T20 ∆T1
(T10-T0)

∆T2
(T10-T20)

∆T3
(T20-T0)

Pure silver 20.0 24.3 20.7 4.3 3.6 0.7

2SC 20.0 24.8 21.2 4.8 3.6 1.2

3SC 20.0 25.1 21.2 5.1 3.9 1.2

4SC 20.0 25.6 21.6 5.6 4.0 1.6

5SC 20.0 24.8 21.7 4.8 3.1 1.7

6SC 20.0 24.7 21.1 4.7 3.6 1.1

4. Conclusions

In this paper, an Ag/MWCNT composite conductive paste was applied to a PTFE film, using a screen
printing method to produce a grid pattern with high electrical conductivity, EMSE, thermal conductivity,
and diffusivity functions. This PTFE/Ag/MWCNT composite film was then used to laminate woven
fabric, providing a low cost material with highly stable electrical properties for printing, high durability,
good softness, high EMSE, and improved thermal properties. The EMSE of the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT
conductive laminated woven fabrics can be adjusted via designing different grid patterns and controlling
the ratio of Ag/MWCNT. It can be observed that PTFE/Ag/MWCNT conductive laminated fabrics may
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have applications as home textiles which solve health and electrical issues related to electromagnetic
shielding and thermal problems, being especially easy to use because of their flexibility. The 4SC
conductive fabric sample had a higher EMSE than other specimens for almost all frequency ranges from
120 to 3000 MHz. The EMSE and thermal properties of the PTFE/Ag/MWCNT laminated fabrics showed
improved performance and are suitable for use in domestic electronic appliances and household
textiles. Since MWCNT shows excellent improvement of flexibility and elongation, it has the potential
to acquire the stretchable property of conductive ink in the future.
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